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DISCOVERING CONFIGURED TUNNELS 
BETWEEN NODES ON A PATH IN A DATA 

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The present application is related to prior application Ser. 
Nos. 11/072,082, 11/091,058, 11/086,007, 11/135,253 and 
1 1/001,149 of T. D. Nadeau et al, the entire contents of Which 
are hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes as 
though fully set forth herein. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure generally relates to con?gured tun 
nels. The disclosure relates more speci?cally to discovering a 
con?gured tunnel betWeen nodes on a path in a data commu 
nications netWork. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section could be pursued, 
but are not necessarily approaches that have been previously 
conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherWise indicated 
herein, the approaches described in this section are not prior 
art to the claims in this application and are not admitted to be 
prior art by inclusion in this section. 

In computer netWorks such as the Internet, packets of data 
are sent from a source to a destination via a netWork of 

elements including links (communication paths such as tele 
phone or optical lines) and nodes (for example, routers direct 
ing the packet along one or more of a plurality of links 
connected to it) according to one of various routing protocols. 
One such protocol is MPLS (Multi Protocol Label SWitch 

ing), Which is described in the document “Multi Protocol 
Label SWitching Architecture” Which is available at the time 
of Writing on the ?le “rfc3 031 .txt” in the directory “rfc” of the 
domain “ietf.org” on the World Wide Web. According to 
MPLS, a complete path for a source-destination pair is estab 
lished, and values required for forWarding a packet betWeen 
adjacent label sWitched routers (LSRs) in the path together 
With headers, or tags or “labels” are pre-pended to the packet. 
The labels are used to direct the packet to the correct interface 
and next hop. The labels precede the Internet Protocol (IP) 
header or other header alloWing smaller outer headers. 

The path for the source-destination pair, termed a Label 
SWitched Path (LSP), can be established according to various 
different approaches. One such approach is the Label Distri 
bution Protocol (LDP) in Which each router in the path 
invokes an LDP session With neighboring LSRs and sends its 
label to the next hop router on the path as determined from its 
IP routing table. Alternative label distribution mechanisms 
include Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) in Which 
case, for example, a netWork administrator can engineer a 
path, providing strict source routing and modi?cations to 
Interior GateWay Protocols (IGPs). In all cases a Label For 
Warding Information Base (LFIB) stores both the next-hop 
information for the LSP, together With the label required by 
the next hop as a label binding. 

For each LSP created, a forWarding equivalent class (FEC) 
is associated With the path specifying Which packets are 
mapped to it. At an ingress LSR to the LSP, packets destined, 
for example, for a certain destination or “pre?x” are assigned 
to a corresponding FEC and injected into the LSP With the 
LSP next-hops ingress label pre-pended. The LSP next-hop 
router sWaps its ingress label With an egress label received 
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2 
from its next-hop router and so forth. At an LSP egress router, 
the ingress label is removed and the packet is forWarded on 
toWards the destination pre?x according to the routing proto 
col supported thereafter. 
One knoWn use of MPLS is in MPLS virtual private net 

Works (V PNs), Where an LSP is established betWeen ingress 
and egress provider edge routers (PE) accessible by respec 
tive customer edge (CE) routers, providing an effective tunnel 
betWeen customer edge routers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the draWings: 
FIG. 1 is a representation of a netWork in relation to Which 

an example method described may be applied; 
FIG. 2 is a representation shoWing in more detail a netWork 

in relation to Which an example method described may be 
applied; 

FIG. 3A is a representation of an alternative netWork con 
?guration in relation to Which an example method described 
may be applied; 

FIG. 3B is a representation of an alternative netWork con 
?guration in relation to Which an example method described 
may be applied; 

FIG. 3C is a representation of an alternative netWork con 
?guration in relation to Which an example method described 
may be applied; 

FIG. 4 is a How diagram illustrating at a high level imple 
mentation of an example method; 

FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating at a loW level imple 
mentation of an aspect of an example method; 

FIG. 6A is a flow diagram illustrating at a loW level imple 
mentation of a further aspect of an example method; 

FIG. 6B is a continuation of FIG. 6A. 
FIG. 7A is a How diagram illustrating at a loW level imple 

mentation of a further aspect of an example method; 
FIG. 7B is a continuation of FIG. 7A; and 
FIG. 8 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 

upon Which an example method may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Embodiments of methods and apparatus for discovering a 
con?gured tunnel is described. In the folloWing description, 
for the purposes of explanation, numerous speci?c details are 
set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
present invention. It Will be apparent, hoWever, to one skilled 
in the art that the present invention may be practiced Without 
these speci?c details. In other instances, Well-knoWn struc 
tures and devices are shoWn in block diagram form in order to 
avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention. 
Embodiments are described herein according to the fol 

loWing outline: 
1.0 General OvervieW 
2.0 Structural and Functional OvervieW 
3.0 Method and apparatus for discovering a con?gured 

tunnel 
4.0 Implementation Mechanisms-Hardware OvervieW 
5.0 Extensions and Alternatives 
1.0 General OvervieW 
In an embodiment, an apparatus comprises ?rst logic 

encoded in one or more tangible media for execution and 
When executed operable for discovering a con?gured tunnel 
betWeen nodes on a path in a data communications netWork 
by remotely accessing at least one node on the path; second 
logic Which When executed is operable to identify Whether a 
tunnel is con?gured on the accessed node; and third logic 
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which when executed is operable, when a tunnel is con?gured 
on the accessed node, to identify whether the identi?ed tunnel 
has a fault. 

In an embodiment, the apparatus further comprises logic 
which when executed is operable to generate a fault report on 
a graphical user interface. 

In an embodiment, the apparatus further comprises logic 
which when executed is operable to discover tunnel compo 
nents in an identi?ed tunnel. 

In an embodiment, the apparatus further comprises logic 
which when executed is operable to determine if multiple 
tunnels are identi?ed as con?gured on the accessed node, and 
further comprising logic which when executed is operable to 
identify whether each of the identi?ed tunnels has a fault. 

In an embodiment, the apparatus further comprises logic 
which when executed is operable to ?rst access an ingress 
node to a label switched path and to subsequently access at 
least one node downstream of the ingress node in the label 
switched path. 

In an embodiment, the apparatus further comprises logic 
which when executed is operable to obtain additional infor 
mation relating to one or more of the nodes in an identi?ed 
tunnel, in which the additional information includes at least 
one of tunnel identi?cation, interface identi?cation, and tun 
nel source and destination identi?cation. 

In various embodiments, the apparatus comprises one of a 
bridge, switch or router. In an embodiment, the tunnel com 
prises a multi-protocol label switching tra?ic engineered 
(MPLS TE) tunnel. In an embodiment, the apparatus further 
comprises logic which when executed is operable to identify 
whether the identi?ed tunnel has a fault using a connectivity 
check across the tunnel. 

In other aspects, embodiments encompass a computer 
implemented method and a computer-readable medium con 
?gured to perform the functions of the apparatus. 

2.0 Structural and Functional Overview 
FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example network in relation to 

which the method can be applied. In FIG. 1 the example 
network is highly simpli?ed, and the approaches herein can 
be applied equally to any appropriate network having a net 
work path, at any layer and having any level of complexity. 

The network comprises an MPLS VPN between ?rst and 
second customer edge routers 100, 102 connected to respec 
tive customer devices or user devices 104, 106. Each cus 
tomer edge device is connected to a respective provider edge 
devices 108, 110. The provider edge devices 108, 110 com 
municate across an MPLS network designated generally 112 
and in particular de?ne a network path in the form of an LSP 
further including an intermediate LSR 114. In the embodi 
ment of FIG. 1, the LSP progresses from the provider edge 
router acting as an ingress LSR1, 108 via intermediate LSR2, 
114 to an egress LSR3, 110. The connection between cus 
tomer edges may be bi-directional as appropriate, in which 
case a further LSP in the opposite direction is also set up. 

To perform fault diagnosis of the LSP comprising LSR1, 
LSR2, LSR3, a network management application is resident 
on a network management system (NMS) 116 which is off 
line in the sense that it is not part of the network. The NMS 
116 can be located at any appropriate point on or without the 
network and can be a single or distributed entity or multiple 
independent but coordinated entities. 
MPLS VPN tra?ic from user device 104 to user device 106 

is forwarded ?rst to customer edge router 100 and then on to 
provider edge router 108 where the tra?ic is injected into the 
LSP de?ned by routers LSR 1, 2, 3 . At LSR 3 the tra?ic leaves 
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4 
the LSP and is forwarded normally onto customer edge router 
102 by provider edge router 110 and from there onto user 
device 106. 
The NMS identi?es a node on a network path experiencing 

a fault, remotely accesses the diagnosable node and performs 
a diagnostic routine at the diagnosable node. Typically the 
connectivity faults only can be isolated and located for LDP 
signaled LSPs. MPLS networks often contain a mix of LDP 
signaled LSPs and MPLS traf?c engineered (TE) tunnels. In 
such networks, operators have to determine which of these 
tunnel types is being used for the network path for sub sequent 
trouble shooting. If MPLS TE tunnels are being used to carry 
customer traf?c, they can have complex topologies, such as 
load balancing or tra?ic protection schemes and such topolo 
gies can make it more dif?cult for the operator to trouble 
shoot. 

For example, MPLS TE tunnels can experience data-plane 
failures which cause client applications, (for example ser 
vices which are using the tunnels) to fail. Although instru 
mentation is available, for example, in Cisco IOS® Software 
from Cisco Systems, Inc., San Jose, Calif., to test and verify 
the tunnel data planes, using the instrumentation requires 
knowledge of where the tunnels are in the network. In a 
complex network, dynamically determining tra?ic path tun 
nel types and topology is a manual operation which is very 
time consuming and can be error prone. Indeed according to 
current approaches the level of use of MPLS TE tunnels can 
be dif?cult to establish for various reasons. For example, one 
or both of the ingress and egress nodes to the tunnel may not 
be at the provider edge, or tra?ic engineering poses different 
failure conditions and can take different topologies as well as 
requiring multiple tunnels as well as the different topology 
permutations in which they can exist. 
One example MPLS TE tunnel con?guration is shown in 

FIG. 2 which is a schematic diagram illustrating a network 
topology where an LSP is in place between an ingress pro 
vider edge (PE) 200 and an ingress PE 202 via nodes A, 204, 
B, 206 and C, 208. In addition, a unidirectional MPLS TE 
tunnel 210 is con?gured on the ingress PE, terminating on the 
egress PE. In order to troubleshoot an arrangement according 
to existing approaches the tunnel topology can be uploaded to 
an off-line database and used to test the tunnels in the net 
work. However such an off-line model must be synchroniZed 
with the network and any changes occurring in it. 

In overview, the approaches described herein allow testing 
and discovery of tunnel topologies relevant to overlying ser 
vices that are used for various tunnel types, including con?g 
ured tunnels such as MPLS TE tunnels. The approaches over 
come problems with of?ine networks and the attendant 
synchronization issues by dynamically discovering one or 
more relevant tunnels during the troubleshooting process, and 
by testing each tunnel using appropriate node instrumentation 
in, for example, IOS or other node instrumentation. As a 
result, there is no requirement for prior knowledge of the 
existence of tunnels as the tunnels themselves as well as their 
topology can be discovered. 

The approaches can be implemented by any appropriate 
system such as a network management system (NMS). The 
approaches allow discovery of all tunnel types including PE 
PE, PE-P (provider edge to non provider edge node on the 
path), P-P and P-PE tunnels along with link and node protec 
tion tunnels for example of the kind implemented in repair 
path approaches. For example a unidirectional tunnel con?g 
ured on an ingress PE and terminating on an egress PE can be 
automatically discovered according to the method described 
herein. By allowing discovery of tunnels not only between 
provider edges, but also intermediate along the path, all dif 
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ferent types of tunnel failure and topologies can be accom 
modated and dealt With by automated diagnosis. 

The types of tunnels that can be diagnosed according to the 
method described herein include those shoWn in FIG. 3A, 
FIG. 3B and FIG. 3C, Which shoW example possible network 
topologies. In other embodiments, any other appropriate net 
Work or topology type can be used and accommodated. 

Referring ?rst to FIG. 3A, a netWork includes an ingress PE 
300, an egress PE 302 and intermediate nodes A, B, C, 
denoted by reference numerals 304, 306, 308. The interme 
diate nodes 304, 306, 308 form, for example, an MPLS LSP 
betWeen the ingress PE 300 and egress PE 302. In addition, a 
bidirectional MPLS TE tunnel 310 is con?gured on the 
ingress PE 300 to the egress PE 302, and also con?gured on 
the egress PE 302 to the ingress PE 300. 

Referring to FIG. 3B, betWeen an ingress PE 320 and an 
egress PE 322, an MPLS LSP includes nodes A, B, C, D, E, 
denoted by reference numerals 324, 326, 328, 330, 332. In 
order to perform load balancing, tWo MPLS TE tunnels 334, 
336 are con?gured on the ingress PE 320, terminating on the 
egress PE 322, Which may in practice use different nodes. 

Referring to FIG. 3C, a netWork includes an ingress PE 340 
and a egress PE 342 With intermediate nodes A, B, C, denoted 
by reference numerals 344, 346, 348 on an LSP therebetWeen. 
A unidirectional MPLS TE primary tunnel 350 is con?gured 
on the ingress PE, terminating on the egress PE, providing a 
primary tunnel path ingress PE-A-B-C-egress PE. In addi 
tion, a repair path is instigated at node A to protect node B. 
The repair path may use, for example, existing fast reroute 
techniques. In the event of failure, node A Will forWard pack 
ets that Would have otherWise traversed node B via a backup 
path using nodes F 350 and G 352, to node C in an MPLS TE 
backup tunnel 354 providing a backup route ingress PE-A-F 
G-C egress PE. Hence the backup tunnel provides a P-P 
tunnel. It Will be appreciated that in addition other tunnel 
con?gurations such as PE-P (for example a tunnel from 
ingress PE to node C) or a P-PE tunnel (for example from 
node A to the egress PE) can be accommodated according to 
the approaches described herein. 

The approaches described herein can be further understood 
With reference to FIG. 4 Which is a How diagram illustrating 
at a high level certain steps implemented by an NMS or other 
diagnosing or troubleshooting node. 
At step 400, an apparatus for discovering a con?gured 

tunnel betWeen nodes on a path in a data communications 
netWork remotely accesses at least one node on the path, for 
example the ingress PE on an MPLS LSP according to a 
pre-requisite data set Which may include the traf?c destina 
tion, Which might be a PE device, CE device or customer 
hosted device. The remote access may be triggered manually 
or automatically as discussed in more detail beloW. The 
accessed node may comprise any netWork node such as a 
bridge, sWitch or router and may alternatively be any other 
node on the MPLS PE. The apparatus performing the remote 
access may comprise, for example, an NMS or other diagnos 
ing or discovering node. 
At step 402 the apparatus identi?es Whether a tunnel is 

con?gured on the accessed node, Which can any be appropri 
ate engineered tunnels such as an MPLS TE tunnel or any 
other administrator engineered or automatically or auto 
announced tunnel such as a load balancing tunnel or backup 
path/fast reroute tunnel. The apparatus can diagnose Whether 
a tunnel is present and con?gured on the PE and Whether 
tra?ic for the target destination Would traverse a tunnel as 
described in more detail beloW. If there are multiple tunnels 
for example in the case of load balancing, each tunnel is 
identi?ed and the steps performed for each. 
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6 
At step 404, the tunnel topology is discovered including 

tunnel information such as any tunnel identi?er, relevant 
interface source and destination identi?ers. 
At step 406 the apparatus identi?es Whether the tunnel has 

a fault as described in more detail beloW using for example 
LSP ping and traceroute commands appropriately modi?ed 
for MPLS TE and information is gathered on each node in the 
tunnel. 

At step 408 a report is generated. For example, the report 
may indicate that there is a fault on the tunnel and may also 
give tunnel topology information Which can be displayed in 
any appropriate manner for example on a GUI for an admin 
istrator. 
At step 410 the preceding steps are repeated for each router 

on the path Which is calculated according to the method steps 
set out beloW. This may only be implemented if no fault is 
found on the PE (or preceding nodes in the tunnel) or may be 
additionally be implemented in order to obtain additional 
topology information. As a result it Will be seen that not only 
can PE-PE and PE-P tunnels be identi?ed by remotely access 
ing the PE, but that further P-P or P-PE tunnels can be iden 
ti?ed by remotely accessing one or more doWnstream nodes 
in the LSP and repeating the steps set out above. 

In addition, if no faults are diagnosed on any MPLS TEs 
identi?ed then the approach described in Monaghan et al. (as 
described in “A method and apparatus for diagnosing a fault 
in a netWork path” as U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/313, 
283 on 19 Dec. 2005, the entire contents of Which are hereby 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein) can be 
pursued to identify any faults arising on MPLS LSPs. Fur 
thermore Where any node on the path is not compliant With the 
various tunnel and path discovery techniques then the tech 
niques can then skip such nodes and move on to the next 
doWnstream path such that diagnosis is still implemented. 
The approach described can be applied for protection of 

any kind of netWork topology and path fault including net 
Work outages caused by operator con?guration, failure of 
tunnels not arising from underlying IP forWarding, tunnel 
“black holes” into Which packets are being dropped, failure 
on the tunnel return path, failure to label packets or label 
allocation problems or chip failure on a router line card (LC). 
As a result the approaches herein provide automated 

MPLS TE tunnel discovery, diagnostic features and identi? 
cation of MPLS TE tunnels having a fault even Where the 
netWork topology is not already knoWn. 

3.0 Method and Apparatus for Discovering a Con?gured 
Tunnel 
Embodiments can further be understood With reference to 

the How diagrams of FIG. 5 to FIG. 7B Which illustrate 
method steps carried out according to various embodiments. 

Referring ?rst to FIG. 5 the approach described herein is 
implemented for example by an NMS at step 500 using MPLS 
operation and administration and management OAM tech 
niques. MPLS OAM can be further understood from the 
document “Detecting Multi-protocol Label SWitched 
(MPLS) Data Claim Failures” described in IETF RFC 4379. 
The NMS may provide the processes and algorithms 

described herein integrated into a user interface Which cap 
tures the parameters necessary to identify the LSP to be tested 
for example from user/administrator input or triggered from 
the netWork services. The parameters may include ingress PE 
host name, egress PE host name, outgoing interface name and 
IP address con?gured the on ingress PE toWards the customer 
premise router and outgoing interface name and IP address 
con?gured on the egress PE toWards the customer premise 
router. In some instances there is no requirement for the 
interfaces and addresses facing the customer premise routers 
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since they do not play a part in the TE topology optional 
address out With the TE topology domain could be supplied. 
This Would represent the destination of the tra?ic experienc 
ing the problem and could be used by the algorithm to deter 
mine if a tunnel Would be used to carry traf?c toWards that 
destination. 

In an embodiment, the user can then initiate a test to run 

various steps as described in more detail beloW, initiating the 
testing and subsequent diagnostic topology discovery algo 
rithm. Alternatively the trigger for an application to use the 
method can be automatically generated. For example it may 
be a pro-active failure detection using any knoWn (OAM) 
technique such as LSPihealth monitor or any other 
approach Well knoWn to the skilled reader. Such an approach 
Would be the stimulus to begin the TE discovery and test 
algorithm to identify Whether the TE tunnels are the source of 
the problem. Alternatively during testing the problem may be 
detected and in any event the NMS may then be signaled to 
perform the approach as described beloW. 

At step 502 the NMS remotely accesses the ingress PE and 
checks Whether one or more MPLS TE tunnels are con?gured 

thereon. This can be done, for example by interrogating the 
forwarding table at the ingress PE using the knoWn ingress PE 
address as con?gured on the GUI. In particular the data 
required to commence the troubleshooting process includes 
Local PE loopback IP Address, Remote PE loopback IP 
Address & Subnet Mask. Information in relation to tra?ic 
engineered tunnels can be obtained in any appropriate man 
ner for example using proprietary features present Within 
Cisco IOS® SoftWare provided by Cisco Systems Inc. of San 
Jose, Calif. as further described in IETF RFC 2702. The 
manner in Which the NMS can remotely access a node Will be 
Well knoWn to the skilled reader such that detailed description 
is not required here. 

In summary, hoWever, the NMS may maintain a netWork 
image including information on access credentials for each 
node such as any passWords required to log on to the node. 
The NMS may then remotely access the node for example 
automatically logging on using the access credentials. Such a 
remote access or log on step is carried out using any appro 
priate approach and effectively comprises remote accessing 
of the operating system or command line interface (CLI) of 
the diagnosable node, for example using management proto 
cols such as simple netWork management protocol SNMP or 
proprietaryAPIs implemented in XML over some other trans 
port such as HTTP. The management tra?ic for remote access 
can be sent “in-band” for example over an LSP or “out-of 
band” for example over an alternate, logical or hard-Wired 
path such as a serial/terminal server, and in any appropriate 
form including encrypted form. 

Several different speci?c approaches may be used to detect 
tunnels. For example the IOS CLI “shoW” command can be 
communicated to the remote node by the NMS, and the NMS 
can parse and analyZe a response from the node. The “shoW” 
command can initiate checking of the forWarding table on the 
node and the information can then be accessed by the NMS 
from the CLI command response that the node sends back to 
the NMS. 

The process branches at step 502 depending on Whether an 
MPLS TE is identi?ed as being con?gured on the ingress PE. 
If such a tunnel is discovered, then at step 504 the process 
checks Whether the tunnel is used to carry traf?c toWards the 
destination router or address. If so, then at step 506 the pro 
cess checks Whether the tunnel terminates on the egress PE. If 
so then the tunnel is a PE-PE tunnel and the process branches 
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8 
to a troubleshoot/diagnosis/tunnel discovery approach 
described in more detail With reference to FIG. 6A and FIG. 
6B. 

If the tunnel is not found to carry tra?ic toWards the desti 
nation router or the tunnel does not terminate on the egress PE 
then the process branches to a non PE-PE tunnel trouble 
shoot/diagnosis/discovery routine. An example routine is 
described in more detail beloW With reference to FIG. 7A and 
FIG. 7B. 

FIG. 6A illustrates the PE-PE approach. In FIG. 6A a 
process begins at step 600 and instigates a loop at step 602 for 
each PE-PE tunnel identi?ed betWeen the ingress PE and the 
egress PE. In the case of multiple tunnels, additional infor 
mation can be obtained for example from the forWarding table 
to establish Whether the tunnels are load balancing, unidirec 
tional or multidirectional and so forth as appropriate. 

At step 604 information on the current tunnel, including 
tunnel identi?er, interface name, tunnel source and destina 
tion identi?ers is obtained once again by interrogation of the 
forWarding table at the node. 
At step 606, connectivity across the PE-PE tunnel is 

checked using any appropriate connectivity check such as an 
MPLS TE ping command. For example, the ping command 
can be of the type provided by path veri?cation protocol 
(PVP) as set out in certain prior US patent applications, 
namely application Ser. No. 1 1/072,082, application Ser. No. 
11/091,058, application Ser. No. 11/086,007, application Ser. 
No. 11/135,253, and application Ser. No. 11/001,149, ofT. D. 
Nadeau et al. In other embodiments, the tests can be modi?ed 
in any appropriate manner to accommodate MPLS TE tun 
nels. Such modi?cations can be accomplished according to 
the document “Detecting MPLS data plane failures,” IETF 
RFC 4379. A bene?t of the ping command is that it can 
include features alloWing back-up tunnels to be tested by 
forcing tra?ic doWn such tunnels alloWing additional testing 
and discovery Which can be used in conjunction With the IOS 
“shoW” command interrogating TE database on the node to 
provide additional information. 

At step 608 the process checks that the MPLS TE ping Was 
successfully sent. If not, then at step 610, information is 
gathered for all of the routers in the path. For example this can 
be performed using a knoWn information gathering approach 
such as MPLS TE traceroute command. 

Additionally or alternatively, one approach for detecting 
faults is described in “Detecting MPLS Data Plane Failures” 
of Kompella et al (“Kompella”) Which is available at the time 
of Writing on the ?le “draft-ietf-mpls-lsp-ping-03.txt” in the 
directory “proceedings/03jul/I-D” of the domain “ietf.org” of 
the World Wide Web. According to the approach described 
therein, in a ?rst detection step a “LSP ping” command is sent 
folloWed by an “LSP traceroute command”. The LSP ping 
corresponds to an internet control message protocol (ICMP) 
ping comprising a packet sent along the path from the ingress 
point Which is responded to from the egress point. Receipt of 
the response indicates that the path is healthy. LSP traceroute 
comprises a message Which is received at each router along 
the LSP, passed along and responded to With additional diag 
nostic information. If there is a fault then the vicinity in Which 
it occurred can be determined from identifying Which furthest 
router sent a traceroute response. In addition the response 
itself may carry some loW level diagnostic information. 
The traceroute aspect is relevant to step 610 because the 

approach described in Kompella Will tell a netWork adminis 
trator Whether the path is healthy or broken and the general 
vicinity of any fault, but provides little more useful informa 
tion. Any appropriate modi?cation may be made to the LSP 
traceroute approach described therein to alloW it to operate as 
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a TE traceroute. For example the LSP traceroute mechanism 
can be used by supplying the TE forwarding equivalence class 
(FEC) type and tunnel identi?er as described in RFC 4379. 
At step 612 the troubleshooting process can be terminated 

and appropriate results displayed for example on a GUI. In the 
present case the report may be, for example, “NON OAM 
NODE PROBLEM” if the node could not send the MPLS TE 
ping command. 

At all steps in the process, having isolated and diagnosed 
the fault, a report may be produced automatically, for 
example, at a graphical user interface (GUI) or on hard copy 
at the network management system remotely identifying the 
diagnosed fault. The report may present a conclusion as to the 
nature of the fault and recommended actions to take in 
response, or an “observation” identifying important charac 
teristics of the path and nodes on the path that have been 
identi?ed during the diagnosis. 

For example, a report may state “Observation 1: traceroute 
has revealed packet is unlabeled, Observation 2: ACL present 
on interface on path in the case that the fault cannot be 
identi?ed.” Such a report allows the administrator to make an 
educated decision as to the nature of the actual fault. In 
addition, in an embodiment a test log is produced by the 
system running providing an audit trail of the steps taken, 
which can be used by the administrator to assess what steps 
have already been taken and what further steps need to be 
taken. Appropriate alarms or alerts can also be generated for 
example physically or on screen. The tunnel topology can be 
rendered graphically between the end points on the GUI 
including network element names, port and interface names 
as well as label swapping along the path, for example based 
on the output of PVP ping or path trace or derived from device 
interrogation and hence showing backup/nested tunnels. 

In all cases, in addition to the report, a test log comprising 
an audit trail of the steps taken may be made available to the 
administrator to show what has taken place. An image of the 
actual network can be visually represented showing the rel 
evant information including the routes part of the network, 
their IP addresses and other appropriate information such as 
access credentials. The test log can be attached to a “trouble 

ticket” which is forwarded on to the appropriate manager and 
shows the steps that have been completed and the conclusions 
reached. The provision of observations allows a distinction 
between diagnosable failures and issues that may cause a 
failure but cannot provide deterministic diagnosis such as 
ACL blocks and the various other steps described above. 

In addition to the various reports, further suggested actions 
can be recommended to correct the fault, for example, deriv 
able from a database corresponding to the report messages 
generated. In particular the failure condition can be graphi 
cally represented including a summary ?eld identifying in the 
type of problem encountered, a possible cause ?eld identify 
ing the precise nature of the problem and a recommended 
action ?eld identifying what the operator should do to rectify 
the problem. Still further, the network management system 
can automatically, or under administrator control, effect a 
repair on a faulty node, based on the diagnosis. 

Reverting to step 608, if the ping command was success 
fully sent then at step 611 the report returned with the com 
mand, which may be either success or failure, is checked. If 
the report indicates success then at step 613, if there are no 
further PE-PE tunnels the process proceeds to step 614 as no 
faults have been identi?ed related to MPLS TE tunnels. A 
report can be generated accordingly and further diagnostic 
and other checks performed for example in relation to the 
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MPLS LSP itself as described in Monaghan et al. If there are 
further PE-PE tunnels then steps 614 to 612 are repeated for 
each additional tunnel. 

If, at step 610, the report returned by the ping command is 
a failure report then the report proceeds to the steps set out at 
FIG. 6B. At step 620 an MPLS TE traceroute command is 
issued to identify the path of the tunnel. The traceroute com 
mand comprises a successive check at each node which is 
responded to with additional diagnostic information. 
The responses received can be collated at step 622 and at 

step 624 the process can be terminated and the result dis 
played on a GUI. For example, the message “GENERIC 
TUNNEL PROBLEM” can be displayed together with diag 
nosis topology information in the manner described above in 
relation to step 612 providing information on TE speci?c 
problems. For example, an additional diagnosis step may be 
implemented to obtain the relevant information. 

In addition, as indicated above and as for all reports gen 
erated according to the method and apparatus described 
herein, additional information such as the topology and other 
diagnostic information can be presented as obtained from 
appropriate TE diagnosis steps. For example, additional 
information such as the labels used for the MPLS TE tunnels 
can be displayed and this can identify nested labels or label 
stacks providing full connectivity information as appropriate. 
As a result, the end result is a report of not only of what the 
problem is such as a broken LSP because the tunnel is broken, 
but in the event of an appropriate diagnosis step the cause and 
location of the problem as well as a recommendation of how 
to repair can be indicated. 
The approach described with reference to FIG. 6A and 

FIG. 6B is speci?cally directed to the case in which PE-PE TE 
tunnels are detected as being con?gured. However, the 
approaches described herein further extend to tunnels being 
con?gured from the ingress PE to a node along the LSP path 
but not the egress node (a so called P node), that is a PE-P 
tunnel. In addition intermediate P nodes along the path may 
have TE tunnel con?gured either to other P nodes (P-P tunnel) 
or to the egress PE node (a P-PE tunnel). In particular at FIG. 
5 if no TE tunnels are detected on the ingress PE at step 502, 
or if any TE tunnels on the ingress PE are not found to carry 
traf?c at step 504 or if any TE tunnels found on the ingress PE 
do not ingress PE do not terminate on the egress PE at step 506 
then the process proceeds to the non PE-PE tunnel trouble 
shoot/diagnosis/discovery routine described now with refer 
ence to FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B. 
The non PE-PE process commences at step 640 to allow 

detection of backup tunnels, for example, that may be con 
?gured at each device in the LSP, as described in more detail 
below once again. The steps can be augmented by further IOS 
“show” commands to determine if protection schemes are 
con?gured, such as link or no protection fast reroute schemes 
providing MPLS TE tunnels, and to appropriately trouble 
shoot over the backup tunnel path as described in more detail 
below. As a result various con?gurations including those 
shown in FIG. 3A to FIG. 3C can be accommodated. 

In particular each device in the trace can be logged into by 
the NMS in order of the trace route entries as described in 
more detail below to determine if there are tunnels con?gured 
towards the egress device for example by using IOS “show” 
commands hence the egress PE device needs to be supplied: 
as, in order for the algorithm to determine if the affected 
traf?c would encounter a tunnel, the egress PE device used. 
Operating system commands are then used to determine 
whether the tra?ic destined for the egress device would use a 
tunnel to get there. If tunnels are con?gured then a series of 
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IOS “show” commands can be issued to identify if the con 
?gured tunnel is the cause of the connectivity problem. 

The approach can be understood in more detail With refer 
ence to the subsequent steps shoWn in more detail in FIG. 7A 
and FIG. 7B. At step 702, the process ?rst checks for basic 
PE-PE connectivity by issuing an MPLS LSP ping command 
to check the connectivity. At step 704 a check is carried out to 
establish that the ping command Was successfully sent and if 
not then at step 707 information is gathered for all of the 
routers on the path for example using the MPLS TE traceroute 
command output and at step 709 the process is terminated and 
the results page displayed for example indicating “NON 
OAM NODE PROBLEM”. 

If the LSP ping is successfully sent and the node is hence 
OAM compliant then at step 706 the LSP ping returned com 
mand result is checked. If the result is supported and suc 
ceeded at step 708 then there is no problem on the tunnel and 
the process is terminated With no problem found in the MPLS 
domain although troubleshooting may or Will continue on 
other existing parts of the netWork. 
At step 710, once any PE-P tunnels have been explored 

and/ or discounted then an MPLS LSP traceroute command is 
issued to identify the path of the LSP. For example referring to 
FIG. 3C a traceroute command issued at ingress PE 340 
Would shoW the MPLS LSP as comprising ingress PE, node 
A, node B, node C, egress PE. In the example of FIG. 3C it 
Will be recogniZed that either no MPLS TE primary tunnel 
Was found con?gured on the ingress PE or tunnel 350 Was 
found on the ingress PE and shoWed no connectivity problem. 
In addition any TE tunnels from the ingress PE node 340 to P 
nodes such as node A, node B or node C have either been 
found or have been found to carry no faults. 

Referring noW to FIG. 7B, the subsequent steps are carried 
out for the ?rst and each subsequent router identi?ed betWeen 
the ingress PE and egress PE, for example starting With node 
A in FIG. 3C. At step 712 the NMS carries out check as 
described above to establish Whether the node has any MPLS 
TE tunnels con?gured toWards the egress PE for example by 
using the “shoW” command and supplying a parameter value 
for the IP address of the desired egress PE Which Will return 
data only for the relevant paths. 

In order to implement PE-P tunnel diagnostics, according 
to one possible approach, the OS command “shoW ip cef 
<egress PE ip address>” performs a lookup against the 
ingress PE’s Forwarding Information Base (FIB). The output 
of this command is used by the algorithm to establish Whether 
(a) there are tunnels con?gured toWards the destination PE. 
This is due to the command output only returning FIB entries 
Which match the speci?ed egress PE IP Address, and (b) the 
tunnel is actually being used to carry traf?c toWards the des 
tination PE. This is indicated by the command output stating 
that the tra?ic Will be sWitched via the tunnel interface. 

Since part (a) above assures that only tunnels Which are on 
the path to the egress PE are considered, and part (b) above 
assures that this tunnel Will be used to carry tra?ic from 
ingress to egress PE, then the process herein has correctly 
identi?ed a tunnel Which should be considered by the trouble 
shooting process, as it Will carry tra?ic betWeen the ingress 
PE and the egress PE for this path. The connectivity of the 
tunnel identi?ed by the above process is then checked via the 
Tunnel Ping command, Which is executed on the ingress PE. 
If the ping is unsuccessful, then the troubleshooting process is 
terminated and a results page is displayed shoWing a message 
such as “GENERIC TUNNEL PROBLEM,” or some other 

message. 
If, at step 714 no such tunnels are con?gured then at step 

716 the loop is repeated for any further nodes (for example 
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12 
node B and node C) but otherWise a report is generated at step 
718 and the approach can proceed to the methods described in 
Monaghan et al to diagnose/troubleshoot any MPLS LSPs, 
since it is knoW from the previous LSP ping failure that there 
is a de?nite MPLS problem. 

If at step 714 TE tunnels are discovered on the current 
router, node A in the present embodiment, then at step 720 a 
check is carried out for example using IOS “shoW” com 
mands to establish Whether the router is running a non-IOS 
version and if so a report is generated in the method described. 
OtherWise, at step 722 an MPLS TE ping command is issued 
across the tunnel and checked at step 724. 

If the check shoWs that the ping Was unsuccessful then at 
step 726 an MPLS TE traceroute command is used to gather 
information for all the routers in the path and at steps 728 the 
troubleshooting process is terminated and a results pages 
displayed shoWing a message such as “GENERIC TUNNEL 
PROBLEM”, together With any other additional information 
derived from a diagnosis step as described in more detail 
above. 

If the ping is successful then at step 730 the process checks 
for any LDP session established betWeen the tunnel head and 
tail devices. If an LDP session is established betWeen the 
tunnel head and tail devices, then the process proceeds to step 
716 Where the loop is repeated for any further node in the 
path. 

If there are no further nodes then once again the report is 
generated at steps 718 indicating that no MPLS TE tunnels 
have been identi?ed or that there are tunnels but no problems 
With them such that standard MPLS LSP troubleshooting can 
be implemented. If no LDP session is identi?ed, then at step 
732 the MPLS TE traceroute command is used once again to 
gather information for all of the routers in the path, together 
With any appropriate diagnosis step. Further, an appropriate 
report is generated at step 734 together With termination of the 
trouble shooting process indicating “no LDP TARGETED 
hello failure” When LDP targeted hello alloWs non-directly 
connected LDP neighbors such as the tunnel head and tail to 
form targeted LDP sessions and therefore exchange LDP 
information. 
Once node A has been fully checked then the same 

approach is adopted for each of node B and node C. In 
addition if multiple TE tunnels are found on any of the nodes 
then of course the process is repeated for each of the multiple 
TE tunnels. If as shoWn in FIG. 3C the tunnel topology 
includes, for example, backup paths through nodes not on the 
LSP then the steps described above can additionally be imple 
mented on the further nodes (node F and node G in FIG. 3C) 
or can be limited to nodes A, B and C on the LSP but indicat 
ing the additional nodes in the tunnel topology map generated 
at the GUI. 

Although the approach described above indicates that the 
diagnostic and topology routine is terminated once a fault is 
detected, it can be run on a pure topology discovery level such 
that all of the steps described above are repeated for each node 
even Where a fault is found. 

In some instances, certain nodes on the LSP may be non 
OAM compliant or otherWise unable to process the path trace 
steps described above such as ping and traceroute. In that case 
the NMS can be con?gured to ?nd the next node in the path 
for example con?gured on the ingress or the egress PE or from 
the forWarding table on the non-compliant node. As a result, 
the process can continue even though non compliant nodes 
are found on the path. In addition the NMS can log onto the 
next OAM compliant node and interrogate the forwarding 
table for example via the CLI and appropriate IOS “shoW” 
command to establish Whether the compliant node is in a 
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tunnel using for example a “TE topology command” of 
known type from Which the NMS can infer and report that the 
non-compliant node is in fact a tunnel start point. 

The approach described herein can be implemented in 
conjunction With quality of service “QOS” techniques and 
checks. For example Where incoming traf?c is marked With a 
predetermined QOS ?ag (priority) on entry into the MPLS 
LSP then it may be forwarded in to a predetermined TE tunnel 
for example providing fast connectivity or some other quality 
requirement. Any such tunnel can be validated for QOS 
checking purposes hoWever the tunnel is engineered or con 
?gured, and ingress and egress information together With the 
QOS marker can be provided alloWing class based tunnel 
selection. 
Any appropriate tunnel type of a con?gured or engineered 

type can be discovered in this manner. For example auto 
announced tunnels can be identi?ed by virtue of the fact that 
the forWarding tables (FIB and LFIB) on the nodes are inter 
rogated for tunnel presence for the pre?x in question Which 
Will detect auto-announced tunnels as Well. 

The steps described above can be implemented in any 
appropriate manner for example softWare, hardWare or ?rm 
Ware on an NMS or other device capable of diagnosing and 
logging on to the various remote devices. 

The NMS can be implemented in any location and in any 
appropriate manner and logging onto remote diagnosable 
nodes can be carried out in any appropriate manner. For 
example, the Telnet function can be used. For example end to 
end troubleshooting can be implemented for a netWork path 
betWeen customer equipment points in Which packet trans 
port from customer equipment to provider edge is carried out 
using Wide area network (WAN) technology and provider 
edges communicate via the MPLS protocol, or Where parts of 
the communication path betWeen equipment includes MPLS 
forWarding. HoWever, the method can also be implemented in 
relation to any other end-to-end path or path portions includ 
ing pure IP paths. 

Indeed it Will be seen that the method may be implemented 
beyond the layer 3 services such as VPN and internet access 
described above in Which the customer devices exchange 
layer 3 routing information With the service provider and 
packets are transported initially using layer 3 routing mecha 
nisms and using other transport technologies such as MPLS 
Where appropriate to help deliver packets. For example the 
method can be applied in relation to layer 2 services in Which 
there is no exchange of layer 3 routing information With the 
service provider and packets are delivered using layer 2 tech 
nologies such as a asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), frame 
relay or pseudo Wire. Whether the service is layer 2 or layer 3 
based, the WAN technology can be for example a circuit 
based technology such as ATM or frame relay, or technolo 
gies such as Ethernet, point to point protocol or high-level 
data link control (HTLC). Where the service is layer 3 then an 
IP routing protocol may also run over the WAN link, betWeen 
the customer and provider edges as Well as potentially an 
additional protocol running betWeen the provider edges such 
as multi protocol border gateWay protocol (MB-BGP). 

The approaches described herein can be implemented in 
many different Ways. For example, the approaches herein can 
be integrated into the MPLS OAM capability in Cisco IOS® 
SoftWare from Cisco Systems, Inc of San Jose, USA. Cisco 
IOS® SoftWare provides support for VRF ping and tracer 
oute, LSP or TE ping and traceroute and so forth 

Even Where some routers in the MPLS netWork do not 
support ping/traceroute functionality, diagnostics may still be 
possible in a netWork that consists of nodes that do not sup 
port OAM protocols being issued at the ingress of the path. 
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14 
For example such nodes may drop the OAM packets but 
further nodes doWnstream may replay and hence can be diag 
nosed. 

In addition the mechanisms described in “MPLS OAM 
tools for troubleshooting MPLS NetWorks” and “Cisco 
MPLS Management Strategy” can be implemented as 
described in the respective documents and “cdcconti 
0900aecd80272b7f.pdf’ in the directory “application/pdf/en/ 
us/guest/netsol/nsl72/c654” of the domain “Cisco.com” of 
the World Wide Web and 
“tech_briefO900aecd800f6e31.html” in the directory “en/ 
US/tech/tk436/tk892” of the domain Cisco.com on the World 
Wide Web. In case Where the netWork management system 
does not have the authority to modify the remote device 
con?guration it may instead present the recommendation as a 
set of steps to be performed by the operator/ administrator. 

In an embodiment, troubleshooting, diagnosis and discov 
ery tasks are simpli?ed. In an embodiment, the approaches 
herein may be incorporated into products such as Cisco 
MPLS Diagnostic Expert (MDE) available from Cisco Sys 
tems Inc of San Jose, Calif., USA Which provides an expert 
system style approach to troubleshooting providing bene?ts 
to service providers such as reduced operation expense and 
mean time to repair. 

4.0 Implementation MechanismsiHardWare OvervieW 
FIG. 8 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 

40 upon Which the method may be implemented. The method 
is implemented using one or more computer programs run 
ning on a netWork element such as a router device. Thus, in 
this embodiment, the computer system 140 is a router. 

Computer system 140 includes a bus 142 or other commu 
nication mechanism for communicating information, and a 
processor 144 coupled With bus 142 for processing informa 
tion. Computer system 140 also includes a main memory 146, 
such as a random access memory (RAM), ?ash memory, or 
other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 142 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 144. 
Main memory 146 may also be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 144. Computer 
system 140 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 148 
or other static storage device coupled to bus 142 for storing 
static information and instructions for processor 144. A stor 
age device 150, such as a magnetic disk, ?ash memory or 
optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 142 for storing 
information and instructions. 
A communication interface 158 may be coupled to bus 142 

for communicating information and command selections to 
processor 144. Interface 158 is a conventional serial interface 
such as an RS-232 or RS-422 interface. An external terminal 
152 or other computer system connects to the computer sys 
tem 140 and provides commands to it using the interface 158. 
FirmWare or softWare running in the computer system 140 
provides a terminal interface or character-based command 
interface so that external commands can be given to the com 
puter system. 
A sWitching system 156 is coupled to bus 142 and has an 

input interface and a respective output interface (commonly 
designated 159) to external netWork elements. The external 
netWork elements may include a plurality of additional rout 
ers 160 or a local netWork coupled to one or more hosts or 

routers, or a global netWork such as the Internet having one or 
more servers. The sWitching system 156 sWitches informa 
tion traf?c arriving on the input interface to output interface 
159 according to pre-determined protocols and conventions 
that are Well knoWn. For example, sWitching system 156, in 
cooperation With processor 144, can determine a destination 
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of a packet of data arriving on the input interface and send it 
to the correct destination using the output interface. The des 
tinations may include a host, server, other end stations, or 
other routing and switching devices in a local netWork or 
Internet. 

The computer system 140 implements as a netWork man 
agement or diagnosable node the above described method of 
forwarding data. The implementation is provided by com 
puter system 140 in response to processor 144 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more instructions contained in 

main memory 146. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 146 from another computer-readable medium, such 
as storage device 150. Execution of the sequences of instruc 
tions contained in main memory 146 causes processor 144 to 
perform the process steps described herein. One or more 
processors in a multi-processing arrangement may also be 
employed to execute the sequences of instructions contained 
in main memory 146. In alternative embodiments, hard-Wired 
circuitry may be used in place of or in combination With 
softWare instructions to implement the method. Thus, 
embodiments are not limited to any speci?c combination of 
hardWare circuitry and softWare. 

The term “computer-readable medium” as used herein 
refers to any medium that participates in providing instruc 
tions to processor 144 for execution. Such a medium may take 
many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media, 
and volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
150. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main 
memory 146. 
Common forms of computer-readable media include, for 

example, a ?oppy disk, a ?exible disk, hard disk, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other physical 
medium With patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge or any other medium from Which a computer can read. 

Various forms of computer readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 

instructions to processor 144 for execution. For example, the 
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 140 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared sig 
nal. An infrared detector coupled to bus 142 can receive the 
data carried in the infrared signal and place the data on bus 
142. Bus 142 carries the data to main memory 146, from 
Which processor 144 retrieves and executes the instructions. 
The instructions received by main memory 146 may option 
ally be stored on storage device 150 either before or after 
execution by processor 144. 

Interface 159 also provides a tWo-Way data communication 
coupling to a netWork link that is connected to a local net 
Work. For example, the interface 159 may be an integrated 
services digital netWork (ISDN) card or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
telephone line. As another example, the interface 159 may be 
a local area netWork (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may 
also be implemented. In any such implementation, the inter 
face 159 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or 
optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 

The netWork link typically provides data communication 
through one or more netWorks to other data devices. For 
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example, the netWork link may provide a connection through 
a local netWork to a host computer or to data equipment 
operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP). The ISP in 
turn provides data communication services through the World 
Wide packet data communication netWork noW commonly 
referred to as the “Internet”. The local netWork and the Inter 
net both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams. 
Computer system 140 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the netWork(s), netWork 
link and interface 159. In the Internet example, a server might 
transmit a requested code for an application program through 
the Internet, ISP, local netWork and communication interface 
158. One such doWnloaded application provides for the 
method as described herein. 

The received code may be executed by processor 144 as it 
is received, and/or stored in storage device 150, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

5.0 Extensions and Alternatives 
In the foregoing speci?cation, the invention has been 

described With reference to speci?c embodiments thereof. It 
Will, hoWever, be evident that various modi?cations and 
changes may be made thereto Without departing from the 
broader spirit and scope of the invention. The speci?cation 
and draWings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative 
rather than a restrictive sense. 

The method steps set out can be carried out in any appro 
priate order and aspects from the examples and embodiments 
described j uxtaposed or interchanged as appropriate. It Would 
be appreciated that the approach can be adopted in respect of 
any MPLS netWork including but not limited to MPLS VPN 
either at the service provider or enterprise netWork level. The 
approach can be used in addition to troubleshooting for post 
provision in connectivity checks or VPN connections Which 
can reduce the cost of provisioning signi?cantly. The 
approaches can be implemented in relation to any appropriate 
label sWitching protocol including LDP and tag distribution 
protocol (TDP). 

What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus, comprising: 
one or more processors; 

?rst logic encoded in one or more tangible media for execu 
tion and When executed operable for discovering, With 
out prior knoWledge of an existence of tunnels in a data 
communications netWork and Without prior knoWledge 
of a topology of the data communications netWork, 
Whether for a pair of nodes in the data communication 
netWork one or more con?gured tunnels have been 
already established, and remotely accessing each node 
in a plurality of nodes in the data communications net 
Work; 

second logic Which When executed is operable to identify, 
for every accessed node of the plurality of nodes, 
Whether a tunnel is con?gured on the accessed node; and 

third logic Which When executed is operable, When the 
identi?ed tunnel is con?gured on the accessed node, to 
determine Whether the identi?ed tunnel is a load balanc 
ing tunnel, and in response to determining that the iden 
ti?ed tunnel is not a load balancing tunnel, determining 
Whether the identi?ed tunnel is a backup-path-fast-re 
route tunnel, and Whether the identi?ed tunnel has a 
fault. 

2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, further comprising 
logic Which When executed is operable to generate a fault 
report on a graphical user interface. 






